SDMC Meeting
October 3, 2017
Minutes

The meeting started at 4:00 p.m.

Members present: Curmesia Prince, Julia Sweeney, Elena De La Rosa, Betty Moore, Michael Hutchins, Susan Wicks, Jenny Kaplan, Berta Bonilla, Cecillie Baxter, Brishaun Sutton, Wanda Franklin.

I School Improvement Plan – Ms. Sutton, Principal, discussed the School Improvement Plan. A description of the areas in need of improvement, a list of measurable objectives and a description of the initiatives and strategies to be implemented were reviewed.

II Magnet News – Ms. Franklin discussed the magnet event at Milby High School. Eighteen families expressed interest in Kate Bell. The next event will be at Westbury High School in October. Brochures are being collected from magnet middle schools and will be displayed on the Magnet News bulletin board in the front lobby. Plans are underway for representatives from magnet middle schools to visit Kate Bell.

III Science Collaborative Sessions – Eight schools are participating in monthly collaborative sessions at Kate Bell. Topics include upcoming TEKS, pacing (planning guide), science content study and practicing lab activities.

IV New Business – The wording on designated parking spaces needs to be repainted. A work order has been submitted. Also, the steps on the playground equipment need to be repaired.